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It will be hard work. It's always hard work,
and hard work from everybody within the team

technical director, mechanics, drivers, engineers
everyone in the team.

”
“



ABOUT US
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Glajoe Multi Services Ltd is registered in Nigeria to 
proffer solutions in the area of Inspection and Testing, 
Procurement, Engineering and Technical Consultancy.

The formation of the Company was in response to the 
growing need to have a well-focused and well-
articulated indigenous engineering services outfit that 
can provide specialized services with Engineering 
personnel with vast experience and professionalism  
gained over years of activity in the f ield of 
Engineering ,Procurement, Inspection & Testing, 
Construction and Commissioning of Process,  
Civil/Structural, Mechanical/Piping, Electrical and 
instrumentation systems with strong and established 
reputation in the Oil, Gas and  Technology industry.

Glajoe Multi services Ltd has vast resources of highly 
skilled registered Engineers in relevant Engineering 
disciplines with tailored solutions to the problems of 
the clients.

The personnel for each assigned task possess relevant 
industry knowledge and expertise and they are 
carefully briefed on the requirements of each 
individual project.

To continue to grow and lead in the industry in 
customer service, on-time performance and efficient 
operation while providing new products and services 
that will benefit the industry in reducing their 
operational costs.

VISION STATEMENT

To provide a full range of quality products and services 
to the oil, gas, marine and communication industry.

In accomplishing our goals, we will, in all that we do, 
pursue all avenues to further increase and maintain 
the quality of the organization through the highest of 
ethical standards, personal integrity and matters 
concerning health, safety and the environment.

To better manage risks and uncertainties associated 
with the oil and gas and marine industries through the 
application of best class technologies and well trained 
personnel, working in goal - focused  and enabling  
environment, with  define goal, resources, leadership 
and time – line, while minimizing  downtime, 
Maximizing Operational efficiency and focusing on  
health safety and the environment.

MISSION STATEMENT

OBJECTIVES

OUR OPERATIONAL GOAL
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Our core values epitomize the core priorities  in our 
organization culture and what motivates our personnel 
includes:

      Integrity
      Teamwork and Efficiency
      Innovation and Proactiveness
      Commercial Awareness
      Services

OUR CORE VALUES



Our
Services
what we offer

INSPECTION AND TESTING SERVICE
ACCESS SOLUTION SERVICES
PROCUREMENT/SUPPLY
MAINTENANCE/LOGISTICS
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
MAN POWER



We see teamwork on every project as the key to achieving and are responsible for creating this environment. We 
assign a project manager to each project, this project manager is duty-bound in ensuring effective communication 
to all stakeholders and at all levels. Teams are built by combining the strengths of the individual members and 
refining skills to meet and exceed the Client's expectations.

We also believe enhanced approach on all our projects. We strive to update with the latest technology, combined 
with our capable staff and resources to ensure the best professional service is delivered at all times. In order to meet 
with the ever demanding mode of operation in the industries, Hire of Equipment or Lease method is retained.

APPROACH

Projects we have completed
 

demonstrate what we Know
future projects 

decide what we learn.”
“
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We undertake the following Inspection and Testing 
services

MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTING (MPT)

Magnetic particle testing or MPT is a non-destructive 
testing method we use for locating surface and near 
surface discontinuities in ferromagnetic materials. It 
depends for its operation on the fact that when the 
mater ia l  o r  par t  under  tes t  i s  magnet i zed , 
discontinuities that lie in a cause leakage field to the 
direction of the magnetic field will cause a leakage field 
to be formed at and above the surface of the part.

ULTRASONIC THICKNESS GAUGING (SPOT CHECK)

It is a non-destructive testing (NDT) method in which 
beams of high frequency sound waves that are 
introduced into the material being tested are used to 
detect surface and sub-surface flaws.
Cracks, laminations, shrinkage, cavities, bursts, flakes, 
pores, bonding faults and other discontinuities that can 
act as metal-gas interfaces can be easily detected. 
Inclusions and other in homogeneities in the metal 
being inspected can also be detected.

LEAK TESTING

Leak testing is also sometimes included in NDT and the 
methods used vary from simple bubble testing by visual 
examination, to very sensitive methods using 
radioactive gases. 

VISUAL INSPECTION/TESTING (VT)

Visual inspection is one of the most common and most 
powerful means of non-destructive testing. Visual 
testing requires adequate illumination of the test 
surface and proper eye-sight of the tester. To be most 
effective visual inspection does however, merit special 
attention because it requires training (knowledge of 
product and process, anticipated service conditions, 
acceptance criteria, record keeping, for example) and it 
has its own range of equipment and instrumentation. It 
is also a fact that all defects found by other NDT 
methods ultimately must be substantiated by visual 
inspection.

INSPECTION 
AND TESTING 
SERVICE
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Wet fluorescent magnetic particle inspection of 
connection

Magnetic particle inspection successfully detects 
surface and near surface defects in ferromagnetic 
materials such as steel and iron. This is just one type of 
nondestructive testing (NDT)

LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION OF CONNECTION.

Liquid penetrant inspection is a non-destructive test 
method which does not harm the samples or parts 
being inspected. The test is very effective in detecting 
porosity, cracks, fractures, laps, seams and other flaws 
that are open to the surface of the test piece and may be 
caused by fatigue, impact, quenching, machining, 
grinding, forging, bursts, shrinkage or overload. As a 
result, it is often used on lots of machined parts, as well 
as weldments, manufactured products, castings, 
forgings and other items that will be placed into service. 
Liquid penetrant inspection can be used successfully 
on nonporous and fairly smooth materials such as 
metals, glass, plastics and fired ceramics.

More options have developed in the way liquid penetrant 
inspection is performed nowadays.

We offer the best of Liquid penetrant inspection (LPI), 
also known as dye penetrant inspection (DPI) or 
penetrant testing (PT)

FULL LENGTH API DRIFTING

Drifting  is  the  process  in  which  a  pipe  is  checked  
internally  to  verify  that  the  Inner  Diameter  of  the  
pipe  is  within  the  specifications  as  laid  down  by  the  
American  Petroleum  Institute (API). This  is  to  ensure  
that  when  the  actual  drilling  operations  are  carried  
out , specified  size  drill  bits  and  instrumentation  will  
go  through  the  line.

This  also  eliminates  casing  which  would  have  got  
mashed  due  to  handling  or  transportation.

SERVICE INCLUDES:

    External cleaning of Tubular
    Internal cleaning of Tubular
    External coating of Tubular
    Internal coating of Tubular
    Vibration Analysis
    Hardness Testing

LIFTING GEARS AND APPLIANCES INSPECTION

Safe operating practices call for care and vigilance 
when operating heavy lift and heavy pulling equipment. 
Cranes, hoists, slings and shackles all require regular 
inspection and certification to ensure the equipment in 
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Projects we have completed
 

demonstrate what we Know

future projects 

decide what we learn.”
“
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Glajoe's procurement/ supply chain organization provides our customers with global procurement and supply 
services that are unsurpassed in the industry.
We have the right processes, market data, volume, and skilled professionals to meet our commitment to our 
customers. The purchase and safe delivery of quality goods, from reliable and diverse suppliers to where they are 
needed, on time, and at the lowest total cost. 
Our services includes:

SUPPLY OF LIFTING EQUIPMENT:

Planning a heavy lift takes hours of work. You can't afford to miss a step. You also require the right lifting equipment 
and supplies. Whether it's a planned lift or a day-to-day part of your operation, Glajoe is always on time and on 
budget.

Our services include but not limited to

RIGGING: Wire Rope, Slings, Shackle, Hooks, Chain, Blocks, etc.

LIFTED EQUIPMENTS: Baskets, Skips, Lifting Points, Lifting Links, Containers, Gas Cylinder Racks, Spreader Frame 
etc.

LIFTING DEVICES: Cranes Hoist, Davit, Forklift, Winch, Trolley, Pad Eyes etc.

PROCUREMENT
/SUPPLY

What we enjoy most is 
watching our ideas take shape, 

and eventually come to life.

”
“
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SUPPLY OF 
MARINE 
EQUIPMENT

CONSULTANCY
SERVICES

Here you will find supply solutions to your marine equipment needs. Advice and technical support. At Glajoe we 
work hard to ensure we only give the best advice and service, and always sell the right gear for the job at the right 
price. 
We offer many top quality brands at very competitive prices.

Our services include but not limited to

Marine Ropes: Polypropylene, Nylon, Manila and Maxiflex
Marine Product: Cargo, Helipad, Gangway, Personnel Net, Pilot, Jacob and Life Boarding Ladder, etc.

Consult us for your well completion/well intervention and other engineering projects.  

Science is about knowing;
engineering is about doing

”“



Coming Together Is The Beginning, 
Keeping Together Is Progress 

And Working Together Is SUCCESS.

”“



ACCESS 
SOLUTION 
SERVICE

SUSPENDED PLATFORMS

Working at great heights requires the most reliable access 
solution. Our suspended platform system allows for 
security at the highest level. Thus you work happily and full 
of confidence.

MAN RIDING BASKETS/HOISTS

The basket has varying sizes that are suited to every 
application such as 1 man, 2 man, 3 man, 4 man options. 
Equally, there are round, square and rectangular baskets 
to match your need.
The baskets are fitted with captive suspension chains and 
wires for safety and you can be rest assured that every 
basket is compliant with the required standard.
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INDUSTRIAL ROPE ACCESS (IRATA)

Rope access is a form of work positioning, initially 
developed from techniques used in climbing and 
caving, which applies practical rope work to allow 
workers to access difficult-to-reach locations without 
the use of scaffolding, cradles or an aerial work 
platform. Rope access technicians descend, ascend, 
and traverse ropes for access and work while 
suspended by their harness.]

The most common applications for modern rope 
access include inspection, surveying, maintenance, 
and construction on bridges, dams, wind turbines, 
towers, buildings, and industrial plants. While 
inspection is the most common application, painting, 
welding, cutting and heavy material handling can be 
accomplished by rope access professionals using 
specialised procedures.

SCAFFOLDING

We provide scaffold or staging, this is a temporary 
structure used to support a work crew and materials to 
aid in the construction, maintenance and repair of 
buildings, bridges and all other manmade structures.

TENSIONED NETTING SYSTEM

These nets are manufactured to the required standard. 
Being a textile system, it is very light weight, cost 
effective and massively reduces man hours working at 
height by the installation and removal process.

Engineering is the art of organizing
and directing men and controlling the

forces and materials of nature for
the benefit of the human race

”
“
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EARTHWORKS
Glajoe Multi services are professionals in handling earthworks such as 

v Foundations
v Piling

STRUCTURING 
Glajoe Multi services undertake civil engineering/ construction projects, details no matter how little are studied 
in achieving strong and durable structures 

v Buildings Erection
v Roads
v Drainage.

MANPOWER
At Glajoe, we are a major Manpower provider to the oil industry, we have over the years developed a very good 
reputation having successfully supplied and administred top-flight experts/manpower.

We are constantly spotting 
problems and plotting 

how to solve them“ “



Product management really is the fusion
between technology, what engineers do

and the business side.

”“
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C O N TAC T U S

07084102094, 08188490846

www.glajoeservices.com.ng

info@glajoeservices.com.ng, glajoeservices@gmail.com
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